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Welcome
Welcome to the mid-year edition of the Museum newsletter.
At present, as one would expect, things have come to a halt at the
Museum due to the Covid-19 isolation rules. Very necessary of
course, as most of us are of an age that we come within a higher
“at risk” category.
In this edition, in addition to the reports and news items, we
feature Jim Barton’s account of his aviation life, which has been a
most interesting one. As many know, Jim was a commercial pilot
with Trans Australian Airlines for over 30 years. Further, from the
archives, we provide an insight from historic correspondence dated
1937 into how to find thermals.
Hope you all enjoy reading this issue.
Bernard Duckworth
April 2020

Front Cover:
Front Cover: Dave Darbyshire (standing) and Jim Barton at Moorabbin Aerodrome, Sunday 21 August
1955, having transferred the Gliding Club of Victoria’s new ES52 Kookaburra from Adelaide by aerotow:
photo by The Argus newspaper, Melbourne.
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Jim Barton: My Many Years in Aviation
From Jim Barton
Initial pilot training beginning with gliding
At the age of 17, in 1948, I was introduced to gliding, joining the Gliding Club of Victoria which in those days
was a small club operating on an irregular basis and based at Fawkner. Occasional training was with primary
gliders and one two-seater, dual controlled. This machine (the Merlin) was badly damaged shortly after I
started training so I had a couple of hours of basic training in DH82’s, then 3 months later had my first solo
circuit, launched by winch. I accumulated approximately 5 hours in DH82’s in addition to 25 hours in gliders
over the next 3 years.
My occupation as a junior bank clerk was not particularly absorbing, so I started to think a change of career
was needed. This settled into a desire to embrace an aviation career. I became serious about my power flying,
commencing training in DH82’s with Swesta Flying Club in March 1953. Swesta was a small organisation
sponsored by Trans Australian Airlines (T.A.A.) with T.A.A. Instructor rated pilots running the flying program in
their down time. Daryl McKenzie, ex-Royal Victoria Aero Club, was my first instructor and he sent me solo
after 5 hours dual at Moorabbin Airport.
On the road to a career as a Commercial Pilot
Life was pleasant and money available for flying was not plentiful so it took me 3 years to complete my private
licence. At this stage I decided to get serious about qualifying for a Commercial Licence so I submitted my
resignation from the Bank and started the trek to a Commercial, followed by an Instructor rating. On
resignation from the Bank I was invited for an interview with a very senior executive and was strongly advised
to reconsider my resignation. I was told I was very foolish to leave a good secure lifetime job with excellent
future prospects!
Aero Club instructor then trainee First Officer with T.A.A.
A Commercial rating was achieved in May 1956, followed by an Instructor rating in September. An Instructor
position became available at Royal Queensland Aero Club (RQAC) the next month after a staff member joined
T.A.A. Advancement prospects at RQAC turned out to be not great, so 3 months later I secured an interview
with the airline. I became a trainee First Officer with T.A.A. in February 1957 with a magnificent total of 470
hours plus a couple of hundred hours of gliding. The largest aircraft I had operated was a 4 seat Auster and no
radio experience. As was the custom with the airline for low hour experienced pilots, we were required to do
several hours as an observer on a DC3 before commencement of a three week aircraft engineering course.
Early testing experiences in the DC3
On my fourth observation trip, whilst in the middle of Bass Strait, we had a major engine failure resulting in a
very severe shaking of the aircraft. The engine was subsequently diagnosed as having the master conrod failure
– a very rare problem for a Pratt and Whitney R1830 engine. The Captain was socialising with the passengers
and I was sitting in his seat. Fortunately, the FIRST OFFICER was a fairly switched on type, much flashing of
hands etc. and had all under control before the Captain made it into the cockpit. Back to Essendon, the
passengers sent home and told to return the next day. We set off the next day with a new engine, and climbing
out over Moorabbin, the Hostess reported a thick stream of white smoke was pouring out of the new engine.
Back to Essendon on one engine again. I thought if this is normal, perhaps I should reconsider an airline career.
This time oil was leaking from a valve push rod seal on to the exhaust. We eventually reached our destination
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a bit late that day. The next engine problem was a bird nest in a carburettor intake. Apart from the odd spark
plug we had no further problems with DC3 engines during any time as a First Officer on these aircraft.
Flying the DC3 outback
During a three week engineering course I learnt about carburettors, propeller operation, Pratt & Whitney
R1830 engines, and numerous other aspects of engine and airplane design. Link trainer and Morse code – 14
words a minute – followed, then the real flying started with a DC3 flight conversion. This involved 15 hours,
day and night, of sheer delight with Captain Frank McIntyre, an ex-RAAF very competent instructor, with a
very down to earth approach. Next on the list to graduate to line operations was 100 hours of line training in
Brisbane. I consider myself very fortunate to be posted to Brisbane on a temporary basis as T.A.A. DC3’s at
that time operated over large areas of Queensland outback and down to Broken Hill and Adelaide. The
Channel Country and up and down the coast via many centres of civilisation and across to Tennent Creek, was
my training area. Queensland was a very different country in those days. On the outback runs – five days –
the FIRST OFFICER appeared to be a one-man band. He helped with baggage, freight handling, paper work
etc. Refuel stops at places like Birdsville was done with a two person hand pump with 200 Litre drums on a
trolley. Hard work, but great flying. Many of the station properties used the airline as a goods delivery,
shopping service, spare equipment parts etc. and station workers used the airline as a taxi service to move
between the cattle stations. On one occasion the hostess reported a passenger had lost her false teeth, when
she yodelled into the toilet. Help. I borrowed the buffet cake tongs to retrieve same. Another occasion a
station manager dropped off a sugar bag of meat for the crew. Picture the two Captains on board trying to
divide it up with fire axe. Even included the odd occasion as cabin attendant when the hostess would be sick
some days due to rough air. All told, a fantastic experience, especially as it was winter time down south.
Back to Melbourne - Bass Strait flying as First Officer
Following graduation as a line First Officer, I settled down to a regular roster in Melbourne with lots of
crossings of Bass Strait, midnight freighters and standby duty. With considerable time on my hands, I became
very involved with the Gliding Club of Victoria, both administration and instructing.
Outback Survey Flying for BMR in the Cessna 180
T.A.A. had a straight-line seniority system and advancement on type was very slow for those well down the
list. However, the airline had a policy of recruitment of pilots for future expansion which provided
opportunities for many low experienced pilots such as myself. It also provided crews for the Flying Doctor
service in Northern Territory on Nomads, The Bureau of Mineral Resources (BMR - now Geoscience Australia)
on DC3’s and a Cessna 180, and the South Australia Lands Department which used a DC3. I scored a posting
to the BMR Cessna 180 and was able to continue line flying when not needed for the Cessna. My posting for
two years mainly involving low level (200 ft) survey in the outback areas commenced in late 1960.
Being married with a two year old child, I successfully negotiated with BMR the need for my family to
accompany me when away from Melbourne base. This opened the door to a very exciting period of my career
and provided opportunities one could only dream of. The position carried a reclassification to First Officer –
Grade 1 with a slight increase in pay (very meagre in 1950-60’s) and a special camping allowance when in
remote areas. After a type endorsement and a few days in a Melbourne maintenance shop learning how to
do minor repairs, change magnetos, plugs etc., I was authorised to do minor maintenance when needed. My
first survey was a three week trip based in Broken Hill taking magnetic measurements at various landing strips
in the area.
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VH-GEO, the Cessna 180 that Jim Barton flew when doing BMR survey
work. Photo was taken at Moorabbin Aerodrome on 28 January 1965.

Incident at Broken Hill
I had just settled in with the routine when disaster struck. The Cessna 180 had touched down on a strip about
50 miles from Broken Hill and was rolling to a stop when the right-hand undercarriage collapsed, the starboard
wing broke at the wing strut and copious amounts of fuel began pouring out. I directed the observer to follow
me out my door and when clear looked back to ensure he had followed. He was still sitting in the aircraft
wondering what had happened and with his harness still on protecting his instruments. Fortunately, there
was no fire. The Cessna was eventually transported to Rex Aviation at Bankstown for a rebuild. On
investigation the cause of the leg failure was determined; a vital bolt had not been fully torqued when refitted
some weeks previously when it had been removed for an inspection allowing the locking nut to be stripped
off. The Cessna was repaired by June 1961 and I was to collect it and fly to Camden for an acceptance test
with a Rex flight staff member. When coming in to land at Camden my right hand rudder pedal fell off and –
of course there was a cross wind – so the Rex pilot took control. Fortunately, his pedals had been fitted
correctly allowing of a safe landing. Back to Bankstown, new pins fitted, and locked, and we continued the
acceptance test flight. Lots of red faces at Rex.
Expedition to Tanami Desert
On returning to Melbourne, we set about preparing for our first outback expedition – a two months survey at
Tanami on the Northern Territory / Western Australia border. Tanami at that time had no facilities other than
a short landing strip, cut in the spinifex by Connellan Airways, and an artesian bore. In the late 1940’s a small
open cut gold mine had been operated in the area and it also had been recorded as the site of the last spearing
of a white man by an Aborigine. All that remains of the mine now is a small strip of concrete. Tanami was a
two day trek from Alice Springs on the meandering sand track to Halls Creek. The survey party consisting of a
geologist, technical assistant, camp attendant, and pilot (me with family) travelled from Melbourne to the
Connellan Airways Alice Springs aerodrome and then on to the survey camp.
The Tanami camp site was located in a small gully with some growth and small gum trees among the spinifex
some two to three miles from the strip. Bore water was available near the strip and it needed to be boiled to
be made suitable for drinking. Regular supplies of fresh meat were available at Gordon Downs Station
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approximately one hour of flying time towards Halls Creek. Also, the Flying Doctor Service assisted with
delivery of items required by the camp party. Quite a pleasant camping spot for a few days.
My first project at Tanami was to cut a larger strip utilizing an abandoned length of rail line and a BMR Land
Rover. The rail line I later discovered had been left on site several years before by a Connellan Airways crew
when they were developing the Alice Springs / Hall Creek service and they had cut several emergency strips
for use if ever required; Tanami was the last strip. Apparently, they went through the area with a cut down
early model Rolls Royce.
The Cessna used for the survey had basic VFR equipment and a good HF unit so I was able to liaise with Flight
Service each operational day when operating in remote areas. The survey lines flown were 100 to 200 yards
apart with navigation correlation by aerial photo. The observer would plot the track flown on the photo run
and later transfer the tracks onto maps with the data from the recording instruments. Emergency supplies
carried, apart from first aid gear and food included a rifle for protection against wild animals!
More survey flying for National Mapping and BMR
We finished the Tanami survey early September 1961 and returned to Alice Springs for a couple of weeks
where we carried out minor survey work, including a job for National Mapping. This entailed checking features
from a point about 100 miles west of Alice Springs to the Western Australia border. This was a two day
expedition and required a couple of nights under the stars. We located the National Mapping camp – it was
deserted. Shortly after we returned to Alice Springs, the National Mapping team arrived. A band of desert
natives had raided their camp in the middle of the night and had stolen everything that could be lifted,
including their clothes.
When we finished in Alice Springs, the group transferred to Mt Isa, Queensland, for two weeks, restocked, and
set out for a four week stint at Kamileroi Station 100 miles north east Mt Isa, setting up camp on the banks of
the almost dry Leichhardt River. Not the best of locations and a little late in the season. Lots of dust, but we
had some relief when I (and family) needed to go to Cairns for a few days for a Cessna service.
By the end of October 1961, the BMR survey party relocated to Gayndah, decidedly more comfortable for my
family. And I then had to fly to Brisbane for licence renewal check (DC3). We spent six weeks in Gayndah and
we were able to rent accommodation in a share house. The general area of survey was much more scenic
than outback Queensland at 200 feet. The stay at Gayndah also included a mercy flight to Brisbane. An aerial
ambulance did not exist in Southern Queensland in the early 60’s. This operation required the removal of all
the gear that normally occupies the cabin of the Cessna and organise approval from down south also. On
completion of the six week survey it was back to Melbourne for Christmas and DC3 operations.
Gregory Downs
The new year (1962) started with no selected program as the BMR were developing new survey recording
gear. My services were only required for occasional engine runs and test flights at Moorabbin until May when
we set off for Mt Isa again and onto the Gregory Downs area in the Gulf Country, 150 miles north of Mt Isa.
Back to DC3 operations when not required.
We set up camp on the banks of the Gregory River near the Mt Isa / Burketown main road river crossing.
Besides the station property, a small centre had established itself, consisting of a hotel, police station etc. The
hotel was very rudimentary, not fit for habitation, except the bar. This watering hole always did seem to have
some regular customers, travellers and itinerants who appeared out of the scrub etc - a source of great
interest. The Gregory River generally flowed throughout the year, the water was crystal clear, suitable for
swimming and fishing for catfish. There were crocodiles – the more benign freshwater variety. This site was
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generally much more amenable for the family than other outback camps although we had to tie my young son
to a long length of rope to keep him away from the river. This survey expedition lasted for two months and
we then returned to Melbourne for the final installation of the new surveying gear in the aircraft. Once again
it was back to DC3’s and night freighters and occasional test flights for the next two months. Early 1963 I
finished my period of attachment to BMR when I endorsed my replacement pilot with a few days at Cobar,
central NSW. During my time with BMR I accumulated 750 hours on the Cessna 180 plus lots of time associated
with the development of new survey gear. Also, I had the opportunity to visit many areas one would normally
never have the opportunity to get to.
Return to the TAA roster - flying Viscounts
Returning to full time roster duties, I found myself up for endorsement on Viscount aircraft and so back to
school. From April 1963, I became a regular Viscount First Officer up and down the East Coast with occasional
trips to Perth. Viscounts on the Perth run had provision for fitment of slipper fuel tanks, but we rarely carried
them, going into Kalgoorlie or Forrest for fuel when required seemed to be the preferred option. This was a
period of great interest flying the Viscount, particularly the 800 series. Also, the airline was undergoing a
considerable upheaval. You never left home without an overnight bag as we were subject to very regular roster
changes. I got caught out on one occasion on a short out and return day trip. With the change of roster, it
took 3 days for my overnight gear to catch up with me. Things eventually settled down and then it was back
to DC3’s for command training after 2 years of Viscounts.
Back to DC3s
My command training also saw me return to Queensland for a short period (winter time of course) before
resuming the freight runs, mainly Bass Strait, and suffered my only engine failure since early days. The aircraft,
which was empty of freight, blew a cylinder returning to Melbourne from Canberra early one morning.
I also returned on a temporary posting to the BMR DC3, then operating out of Alice Springs area, which
including survey runs at 500 ft towing recording gear in a “bomb” attached to a 100 ft line. One flight path
took us directly over the top of Ayers Rock. Another occasion, while in Alice Springs, involved a search for a
missing light aircraft, which we eventually located.
Following the one month attachment to BMR, I became the relief Captain on the South Australian Department
of Lands DC3, operating mainly high altitude (25000 ft) aerial photography of the State. One minor variation
required us to photograph an intersection right in the centre of Adelaide, weekday lunch time (no shadows)
at 300 ft, for a legal case. Things would be different today.
My last DC3 posting was to Cairns – in June for one month to operate a scheduled service; Cairns, Innisfail,
Ingham, Townsville and return. This was to replace for a brief period a smaller aircraft that normally operated
the service. The flight departed Cairns around 10 am, returning to Cairns around 4 pm. The duty period was
four days on, then four days off. I took the family to Cairns and a very delightful time was had by all. This trip
was to be the last of my DC3 expeditions as the F27 Friendship beckoned a few months later.
F27 Friendship
After nearly 3 years as a DC 3 Captain, I graduated to the F27 Friendship, another great aircraft. In May 1968
F27 command training took me back to Queensland for a few weeks. Apart from East Coast operations, mainly
freighters, I spent a lot of time operating Adelaide, Alice, Darwin with regular trips to Baucau in East Timor
from Darwin. Baucau was the International airport for Dili. It had a magnificent 8000 ft unfenced concrete
strip and we needed to do a low-level run to check it was clear of livestock – water buffalo or donkeys – before
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landing (the Baucau International terminal had yet to be built). To keep up with regular variations of life, the
F 27 provided the occasional charter flights to different areas, but not to the same extent as the DC3.
Flying T.A.A. Jets
Following on from the F27 came endorsement on DC9, Boeing 727 and Airbus 300. My DC9 endorsement took
place between midnight and day break at Honolulu International Airport. Nearly every circuit was carried out
in heavy rain. Whilst operating the B727 I had occasion to operate one of the early B727 models (No 67), on
lease as a horse freighter to TAA. It was a reminder of how times have changed for the better. Also, while
operating the B727, I was fortunate to do the run out to Cocos and Christmas Island a number of times.
Retirement and continued involvement with gliding
I had logged approximately 17,000 hours flying time by the time I took early retirement. It was a great working
career; airline flying has changed a lot over my time with Trans Australian Airlines. I was able to enjoy the very
varied opportunities that were available to me and I often recall the advice of the bank executive in 1955:
“Please reconsider your resignation” – “You have a secure job for life with the Bank”. I have never regretted
not accepting his plea.
In April 1988, I took early retirement from T.A.A. with ideas to devote time to other areas. I continued my
involvement with the Gliding Club of Victoria for several years, purchased a Callair, an ex-agricultural aircraft,
which I used for glider towing mainly at Benalla, and I became more active as a gliding instructor.
I eventually resigned as President of GCV after 36 years in office and later became deeply entangled in the
preservation of vintage gliders, resulting in the foundation of the Australian Gliding Museum. The Museum
has now developed significant assets at Bacchus Marsh with storage and restoration facilities. I find the
museum activity now a major distraction. It is currently holding samples of over 60 vintage gliders that have
been operated in Australia. Future planning is to establish a major Museum for public viewing.

Jim Barton (centre) supervising wing fabric work
in the Museum’s Dave Darbyshire workshop.
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Keith Nolan (5/9/1926 – 3/2/2020)
Keith Nolan passed away on 3rd February 2020. Keith and
Edna were regular Australian Gliding Museum workshop
volunteers for many years, until about a year and a half
ago when Keith’s health began to fail. A memorial service
was held at their local community of Riddles Creek on 14th
February 2020. Gliding people were well represented
amongst the many family and friends who came together
to celebrate Keith’s life. The following tributes have been
received from Jenne Goldsmith and JR Marshall.
From Jenne Goldsmith
Edna and Keith Nolan

With the passing of Keith we have lost a legend in
Australian Gliding.
Keith had great mechanical aptitude, something he displayed throughout his working life and when he
attended one of the early National Gliding School Ground Engineers Courses, finishing as Dux and winning the
Ryan Award in 1966.
He applied his skills generously to helping others and the clubs of which he was a member in maintaining their
fleets. Cosmetics were not important to him, that a glider was sound for flight was the absolute and nonnegotiable priority.
He acquired the famous Yellow Witch, a rare Chilton Olympia, when it was sitting in dusty neglect in the back
of the hangar at Waikerie in 1967. Following an intensive inspection and proof load Keith had the "Witch" back
in the air and proceeded to compete in it with much fun & success, including competitions, over the next 40
years. As Keith said in 1981 "Remember, wooden toys are the real thing. Plastics are substitutes."
His greatest sporting achievement, one that is still talked about internationally, was a 514 km FAI triangle on
the 9th of December, 1980, on Day 4 of the Mildura Mini Comps. Apart from some downwind dashes of 500
km in an Olympia, no-one has managed such a distance in this glider designed before WW2 for the entry of
gliding into the planned 1940 Olympic Games. Keith flew another 500 km triangle, in a Ka6, on 31st January,
1972.
By JR Marshall, President, Vintage Gliders Australia.
I first met Keith at Stonefield at the Vintage Rally 2003, if memory serves me
correctly. We test flew a Kookaburra, and while we were in the air, we talked of
many things. We discovered that we had done similar types of work, including
servicing oil heaters. We both agreed this was a mongrel job. Our flight lasted over
an hour, so most of the world’s problems were almost solved, including a problem
with Edna’s car. The next encounter with Keith was at Bordertown, the first of the
National rallies to be held there, once again we engaged in meaningful
conversations, at the end of which, I owned an Olympia, and a friendship with both
Keith and Edna. He ran wood working courses during the rallies, and was an
enormous source of knowledge. In closing, I would like to say, that Keith is one of
those unforgettable characters you meet rarely in life. It is an honour and a
privilege to have known him.

Keith and the
Yellow Witch
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Workshop Projects
The main workshop projects during the last four months concern the Schleicher Ka8b and Schleicher Ka4
restorations.
Regarding the Schleicher Ka8b restoration, we are able to report substantial progress. A trial fitting of the
wings to the fuselage has been undertaken and the fuselage is now ready for the application of new fabric
covering. There was an unexpected problem found during the fuselage repairs: See Peter Raphael’s report on
the elevator control mechanism irregularity that he discovered and fixed.

Peter Raphael fitting the wing root pins during the trial
attachment of the restored Ka8b wings to the fuselage.

Regarding the Schleicher Ka4 we reported
last time that the fuselage was being
stripped and examined to determine the
restoration work that would be required to
bring the aircraft back to an airworthy
condition.
After having laboriously
stripped the fuselage metal tubing back to
bare metal, our workshop gurus became
concerned about the existence of defects
(dinted tubing from old minor impacts) and
some compromised sections (due to rust
spots and drilling of tubing for certain
fixings). An internal technical inspection of
the tubing was ordered. Regrettably, in
addition to the patently obvious damage,
the inspection revealed substantial internal

The Ka4 when it was taken out of service. Note the port side aileron,
which was damaged, has been removed for inspection. That’s where the
restoration began.
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Regrettably, the Ka4 fuselage is not in as good a condition as it
first appeared. Internal metal corrosion combined with other
defects point to potentially serious structural issues.

corrosion. It was also discovered
that the method of attaching the
wing struts to the fuselage had
been modified in the past and
this has weakened the fuselage
longerons at the attachment
points.
It appears that the
fuselage cannot be made sound
without major reconstructive
surgery. Accordingly, it can be
reported
that
the
Ka8b
restoration is back on track and
will proceed when activities get
back to normal at the Museum.
However, difficult decisions are
pending regarding the way
forward with the Ka4 project.

Report on the Ka8b Elevator Push Rod Mechanism
From Peter Raphael
Restoration of our older gliders is an enjoyable pastime. It’s a pleasure to take a neglected and tired machine
and return it into a thing of admiration and beauty and much the same feeling as vintage and classic car
restorers get as they ply their craft. However, sometimes things can get interesting!
In the course of reassembling a Ka8b for the Australian Gliding Museum I reached a position where, prior to
covering, and while re-installing the elevator components in the fuselage, things just didn’t look right. There
seemed to be excessive friction in the just installed elevator pushrod assembly.
To explain further: In the older Schleicher gliders, notably Ka6cr, Ka7, Ka8 and 13 the elevator quick connect
arrangement is similar. A bearing on the elevator horn rides in a “U” shaped saddle at the aft end of the
elevator pushrod. In the Ka8 this last section of pushrod is supported within the fuselage by four hangers
which work together as a parallelogram when it moves. Now, while this rod moved back and forward on a
series of hangers, the fifth rear hanger that is attached to the fin was not swinging in the same arc as the
others, therefore it was introducing bending into the pushrod and correspondingly creating the excessive
friction.
Questioning as to whether things had not gone back correctly, we then re-mounted the elevator and verified
that indeed the rigging was correct and that the 20 degree up/down travels were present, so apparently it had
always been that way. But it still seemed like the last section of the pushrod was too short. The excessive
amount of extension of the adjustable rod end at front of the pushrod did raise some suspicions as to how this
problem was overcome.
What to do next? Fortunately, the museum holds a full set of plans for the glider and these were referenced.
The drawings validated that the geometry of the components as installed was indeed incorrect and they also
revealed that the rear pushrod was sleeved over the elevator drive and subsequently retained by two 4mm
bolts. So where were these bolts?
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Now for some background: The glider had been amateur assembled in Australia from a kit supplied by
Schneiders in 1965, it had flown 1100 hours over some 2200 launches, undergone numerous annual
inspections and a 20 year survey only to be taken out of service when the 30 year one became due. It seemed
implausible to consider that these bolts could have been overlooked in construction. As constructors they
must have chosen a more elegant option than the manufacturer provided. Even factory built gliders have been
known to contain variations. Much discussion ensued, plug welded?, bonded?, shrink fit? , any plausible theory
would help.
But there was only one way to settle the matter. Out with the pushrod, and then with a little assistance and a
few judicious and not particularly violent taps from a soft hammer the elevator drive was extracted from the
pushrod. Incredible!

The bolts had never been inserted! Neither component showed evidence of ever being drilled nor there was
any suggestion in the glider’s logbook that the components had ever been replaced in the 30 years it had been
in operation.
Perhaps the saving grace here was that the weight of the elevator and the stick against the forward stop which
allowed the assembly to remain fully inserted, along with inducing the noted shortening of the pushrod and
the hanger misalignment. The interference fit and the bending load from the misalignment obviously
collaborated to prevent the parts from separating, but in any event, this was never a desirable situation.
The fix is now easy and also, perhaps there are some unsuspecting, very lucky pilots out there.
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Collection(HC p1127-1093-DJM2)
Page 7: Jim Barton and others in workshop: T. Odering / Page 7: Harvest Festival photo: B. Duckworth
Page 8: Edna and Keith Nolan: supplied by D. Goldsmith / Page 8: AG cover: supplied
Page 9: Ka8b being rigged: D. Goldsmith / Page 9: Ka4 outside workshop: B. Duckworth
Page 10: Ka4 fuselage: B. Duckworth
Page 11: Elevator controls: P. Raphael
Page 12: Carr Withall and others at Koroit: Museum Archives – Garrett Collection / Page 12: Carr Withall and others
at Coode Island: Museum Archives – Richardson Collection
Page 15: Ron Roberts in Grunau: Museum Archives – R.N. Duckworth Collection
Page 16: GFA Leadlight: B. Duckworth / Page 16: Schweizer 2.22: B. Duckworth / Page 16: Monerai photos: B.
Duckworth
Page 17: Keith Willis: D. Goldsmith / Page 17: Boy looking at rudder: Museum Archives – film on DVD / Page 17: T49
– BPV: Internet
Page 18: HP14 photos: supplied by Bill Mudge / Page 18: Hutter 28 photos: P. Rundle / Page 18: Harvest Festival
photos: B. Duckworth
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From the Archives: Finding Thermals in 1937
From Bernard Duckworth
Preface by Graeme Barton
In late February, 2020, I attended the dinner at the Gliding Club of Victoria to celebrate the Club’s 90 th
anniversary. On the following Sunday morning, I attended the “Met” briefing for pilots intending to fly on
that day. Never having attended such briefings for many years, I was amazed at the information that is
now available to pilots for cross country flying – the source of much of this information is from satellite
communications. I recalled that, in the Gliding Museum archives was a letter received from Carr Withall,
written in 1937 from RAF Duxford Base in Cambridge, where Carr was stationed. How times have changed!
Latham Carr Withall was one of the Australian RAF pilots who
was lost in the Battle of Britain. On 12 August 1940, his Spitfire
went down into the Channel south of the Isle of Wight when
his Squadron encountered a large Luftwaffe force that was
intent on destroying the radar stations on the south coast of
England between the Thames estuary and Portsmouth. He was
29 years old.

Carr Withall with the Lasco Lark at Koroit,
Victoria, circa 1932 (he is sitting on edge of the
cockpit)

Before moving to the United Kingdom in July 1935, Carr, as he
was known, was a pioneer member of the Gliding Club of
Victoria (the Melbourne Gliding Club from 1931 to 1936). He
joined soon after the Club was formed in 1929 and served as
its secretary from February 1932 until this departure from
Australia. A good deal of his glider flying and instructing with
the Melbourne Gliding Club was done at the Larkin aerodrome
at Coode Island, Melbourne, where the Club operations using
primary gliders were based from 1932 until 1935 (when Larkin’s
aviation businesses folded and flying had to move elsewhere).

In the UK, Carr Withall continued his gliding with the London Gliding Club when his RAF duties permitted. He
joined another Melbourne Gliding Club pioneer Hamilton (Tim) Hervey at the London Gliding Club, who had
also moved to the UK. Hervey later got the job of London Gliding Club chief instructor.
Carr Withall maintained his connections with the Melbourne Gliding Club via regular correspondence with
Geoff Richardson, Dick Duckworth and Eric McGeehan. He reported on his gliding experiences at the London
Gliding Club and gliding developments in the UK. His information concerning soaring flight in the more
advanced types of gliders in use in
England, that the Melbourne Gliding
Club cohort were very keen to progress
to, was greatly valued. This was at a
stage when Geoff Richardson was
designing and building his sailplane and
Dick Duckworth was trying to obtain
Carr Withall with other Melbourne
Gliding Club members at Coode Island
circa 1934 (sitting on the car running
board on the right)
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plans for the construction of a Grunau Baby II.
A very interesting piece of correspondence is a letter held in the Archives from Carr Withall to Geoff
Richardson, dated 31 October 1937. It discusses thermal flying and some improvements to the Grunau for
altitude and duration flights. In this regard, Carr Withall was aware that with better machines the more
experienced pilots at the Gliding Club of Victoria would be looking to soar higher, longer and to go cross
country and that they would benefit from the English experience. It is also interesting to reflect on how much
has changed in the art of soaring flight with the computer powered flight instrumentation being standard
equipment in the modern sailplane.
The letter was written after Carr Withall had received news of the first flights of Richardson’s sailplane (the
‘Golden Eagle’) and the Grunau Baby II (the ‘Grey Grunau’) that the Club had imported from Edmund Schneider
in Germany. Regarding the latter, Dick Duckworth was unsuccessful in obtaining Grunau plans with Carr
Withall’s help via Slingsby in the UK, and Edmund Schneider in Germany would only supply factory-built
machines for export to Australia. Set out below are edited extracts.
I am very pleased to see according to Melbourne papers that both your machine and the Grunau Baby are
now flying. How do you find your machine on ailerons? I presume your wing section changes from Gott
535 to Clark Y at tips but from what position does the section start to vary. To look at your wings it would
appear to be very similar to “Kirby Kite” and I must say that aileron control is not their strong point – still
they are almost impossible to spin – doing only a portion of a turn before coming out on their own accord.
This objection to spinning is in some ways a disadvantage as it is the only sure and safe way of losing
height if necessary, to leave rough cloud or to avoid being drawn into the cloud. …
Have you or any other club members tried thermal flying yet? I don’t know how much information you
have obtained on this subject – there is a certain amount to be found in “Sailplane” but I have found it
rather hard to follow at times – preferring to get such information as may be had from pilots like Wills.
Firstly, have you any variometers. This instrument is almost indispensable. It is so far as I am concerned
possible to find thermals of the strength of 2 to 3 ft per second and upwards by feel on “good old seat of
pants”. However, after being in the current for a period of half a minute or so it dies slowly and or changes
to 2 to 3 ft per second down the change at altitude is not noticeable quickly. Also, when trying to reach
thermals after “winch” or “aero towed” starts and even when making the best of variable slope lift the
variometer is very useful. Using a variometer on a “winch” launch to 300 ft on an almost calm day I found
it possible on one occasion to reach 1000 ft solely on a “thermal” I met when going up on the winch wire.
Entry into this “thermal” was very violent … The shock of entry just about blacked me out and only the
Sutton Harness kept me in – the moral is always have a Sutton Harness on (four strap type) and when
putting it on have two bottom straps over thighs as tight as possible. This latter point is a very comforting
essential on a really good rough day.
Now about finding and circling in “thermals”. A very useful thing to do is to have a wind sock at the top
of the hill and two or three points well out from the foot of the hill – say a quarter mile apart in the
direction from which general thermal (cumulus) clouds come. The sock on the hill shows the variation in
wind direction at the top enabling best use being made of the slope lift – also it points the direction of
thermals as they pass over the hill top. The bottom socks work in this way. The first is on non-thermal
days in showing shifts of wind before the changes reaches the hill. The second and most important use is
in detecting tracks of thermals. Supposing the wind for the moment is constant in direction all socks
showing the same direction and strength. If a thermal is approaching it – naturally being ascending air
has a displacement of air in all direction to its base. Using the diagram then a thermal approaching
between socks “A” and “B” will mean a dropping of wind strength at “A” and “B” and possibly at “C”.
Socks “A” and “B” will drop noticeably possibly with approach of good thermal go almost completely limp.
The glider will then be best flown at lower portion of slope where wind persists, then as updraft
approaches socks “A” and “B” will fill out again pointing towards one another and sock “C” will be
deflected very noticeably in their direction – socks assuming direction of dotted lines. As socks “A’ and
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“B” cease to flap and commence to fill, the machine
should be flown out from the hill towards them this course
being assisted by change in direction of wind noticeable
at “C”.
As soon as machine enters thermal start counting, if entry
seen on variometer – count 5 seconds plus or minus 2
seconds and if on “seat of pants” 7 plus or minus 2
Carr Withall’s
seconds. Then commence to circle which ever direction
windsock sketch
seems most suitable or probably most natural. Now this
is where a variometer comes in as, until used to it, it is
hard to feel if all the circle is being flown in the best portion of lift. Using the variometer then, if it shows
say 7 ft per second up when flying straight into the thermal but begins to drop when say 8 seconds
counted, one then knows that the circle thrown will have to be tightish and further back along the path of
entry into the thermal – not ground track. So, circle watching variometer until your eyes pop out and
tighten turn whenever “seat of pants” or variometer shows increase in rise.
Now I have wandered a bit – so to hark back to windsocks in quantity dotted round the countryside. I
admit the idea at first sight seems rather childish but with a little use and understanding of the scheme it
is a remarkably effective plan. London Club members rely to an enormous amount on their instructive
windsocks (2) and smoke from nearby houses, rubbish, stubble or leaves being burnt and really, I think
that it is how such good use is made of the thermals met at such a comparatively small hill lift slope as
Dunstable. Almost invariably an account of the start of a cross country trip mentions seeing the wind
socks kicking in certain directions coupled with apparent unaccountable periods of sink with the wind still
blowing on to the hill. The rule then to remember is downdraft passing centre is a draft elsewhere; socks
point outwards, two (socks) at end pointing in converging directions mark passage of updraft … (up)
thermal socks converge … turn like hell and go there as fast as reasonable even in “Grunau Baby” putting
speed up to 40 m.p.h. and consequently increasing sinking speed. So, when slope soaring on a thermal
day (cumulus clouds and cloudlets forming) as soon as a hefty downdraft is felt, rejoice, look at the wind
socks and tear off in the appointed direction. If the downdraft shown or felt is terrific, rejoice more for the
corresponding updraft will be a snorter.
On the best days as clouds only cover up to 5/10 of the sky the updraft will be of smaller area than the
downdraft so downdraft of 5 to 7 ft per second often means 10 ft per second up.
With a decent breeze it is generally possible to get up to 300 to 400 ft over slope so don’t be wary of
anticipating thermals under cumuli but, with the eye on the wind socks and any smoke about and the
other on the variometer, sneak out from the hill if nothing met judge it so that you’ve gone so far that you
could just nicely get back again level with the hill. If on the other hand something small is met circles can
be flown with greater safety and if the thermal dies after a gain of only 200 to 300 ft by then one will still
be either just over the hill and not so far back as to prevent reaching the front again while flying in the
dead air to the rear of the face of the slope.
Now about this circling. The ability to continue circling at minimum speed of flight and high speeds of
rotation is very important. One should practice circling well in front of the hill to begin with – say on days
when only good slope lift about probably you will find it easier in one direction than the other; personally,
I am much better rotating clockwise than vice-versa. First circle should be of 15 to 20 second period these
being quite rapid enough for large lift areas under cloud streets or large cumuli. The smaller and
sometimes better thermals one should try to circle in 8 to 10 seconds. …
It is rather hard to circle in “Grunau Baby” under 10 or 11 seconds although their aileron control is very
good. You will probably find that it takes a good slice of rudder and stick to get machine turning as it very
often tries to turn away from the centre of the thermal – once turning it generally means rudder neutral
stick back an inch or two and opposite aileron partly and speed varied with rudder in tighter turns. Try
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differing of ailerons – I find droop of ¾ “ necessary on even tightly adjusted cables. A really good polish
with Simomiz or Johnstons Wax also makes a tremendous difference.
It was not long before the Grey Grunau was being soared in
thermals and flown cross country. The first of these flights
was in December 1937 at Laverton near Melbourne, piloted
by Ron Roberts. After the Club had acquired and fitted a
Cobb-Slater variometer in January 1938, all major Australian
gliding records were gained by Club members using the
Grunau during 1938. In 1948, with funds donated by Latham
and Mabel Withall (Carr’s parents), the Club established the
Carr Withall Annual Memorial Trophy which is awarded for
the best soaring flight during the year by a Club member.
Ron Roberts in the ‘Grey Grunau’ at Laverton, Victoria, circa 1938

Comment by Jenne Goldsmith, a past Chief Flying Instructor, Geelong Gliding Club
Carr Withall's letter highlights two major, and incredibly exciting, technological advances of the 1930's for
gliding flight. The discovery of thermals and the invention of a reliable instrument for their detection and
use - the variometer!
This instrument, and growing knowledge about thermals, freed the soaring pilot from the slope and the
slope lift to which they had previously been tied, allowing them to venture out over the flatlands on cross
country flights, going further and higher than ever before. This must have been especially exciting to
Australian pilots as suitable hill sites were very hard to find in this country.
Carr describes how the perception of thermal lift was becoming more sophisticated, recognizing the inflow
of air into the thermal at the base to replace the warmer air that has departed upwards - seeing that inflow
in the windsock indicated flow of air. Rejoicing at the sink, because the lift will be nearby! The recognition
that while "seat of the pants" is sensitive to the initial gust, if there are no further changes in the strength
of the up (or down) flow, your body does not detect it, and cannot give you a sense of the strength of the
continuing lift (or sink).
Aerodynamic advances in the design of gliders enabling increased performance were also continuing with
the next big revolution for the world of gliding coming with the introduction of glass reinforced plastic into
structural glider construction in the late 1950's. Plastic construction allowed much more efficient shapes to
be moulded and a big leap in performance ensued.
The last revolutionary wave, however, has again come in the form of instrumentation. The use of computer
technology combined with GPS in a "gadget" puts awesome computing power in the hands of the pilot.
Apart from providing a data log, which has done away with the need for photo verification of turn points
and start and finish gates for competitions, badge or record flights, the "gadget" (which may be your mobile
phone, with suitable programme installed, or a dedicated device) provides navigation & airspace info with
a moving map display showing your progress relative to the track of the active task that you have loaded
into it. The information it can provide to the pilot on that progress is breathtaking and beyond the scope of
these few words.
It is now even possible, for example, to subscribe to a meteorological service from which you can download
the predicted weather for real time during your planned task onto your gadget and it will show, as an
overlay on the moving map display, where the areas of strongest lift are likely to be, including thermal
strengths, convergence lines, wave, sea breeze fronts etc.!
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Acquisitions
Historic GFA Logo leadlight comes to the Museum for display
The Gliding Federation (GFA) logo was designed by John Lilly. We are not
sure of the date, but it was in use at least as early as November 1958 when
metal car badges bearing the logo were being offered to GFA members for
the sum of £1. The leadlight sculpture of the logo was created many years
ago by American gliding friends of the late John Ashford, and presented to
him on the occasion of a visit to Tehachapi, California. At the GFA, it was
displayed against the stairwell window of the Somerton office.

Schweizer SGS 2-22CK
The latest acquisition to the Museum’s fleet
arrived at Bacchus Marsh on Sunday 12th of
January 2020. The airframe was generously
donated by Harold Walton and was collected
from premises at Woodside in the Adelaide Hills
on Friday 10th of January 2020. We wish to
acknowledge the help of Museum members
Peter Raphael and Geoff Hearn and also Vintage
Gliders Australia member Col Collyer in returning
the airframe to Bacchus Marsh. This glider was
assembled by RAAF Richmond in 1963 and flown
there until 1978. It was also flown at the
Canberra Gliding Club in the 1980s.

Peter Raphael (in cockpit) and Mike
Williams inspect the Schweizer SGS 2-22

Monnett Monerai P
Another recent acquisition is a Monerai (VH-HDF) which was
donated to the Museum by Graham Holland from Sydney.
The aircraft was built from a Monnett kit between 1980 and 1984
by Malcolm Bennett, who currently is a regular Museum
workshop volunteer. It is equipped with a Konig motor and
Monnett folding propeller. Bennett mainly flew the aircraft with
the Sportavia Club at Tocumwal (NSW) and Nagambie (Victoria)
until September 2013 when it was transferred to Graham
Holland. The aircraft has been maintained in an excellent
condition.

Monerai with Konig motor
and pusher propeller for
self-launching
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News and Correspondence
South Australian Gliding Association Award to
Keith Willis

Regarding “An Unintended Gliding
Member” in the last newsletter

It has come to our attention that the South
Australian Gliding Association awarded its Fred
Foord Trophy for 2019 to Keith Willis of the
Bordertown – Keith Gliding Club in recognition of
his dedicated service to the Association and
gliding in South Australia and Northern Territory,
in particular as Trophies Officer.

From Gil Johnston on 20 December 2019

Congratulations Keith.

Keith Willis at the Museum’s archives room

Correction
Sailplanes”

“Australian

Schreder

HP14

On page 12 of the last newsletter in the table it is
stated that the national gliding championships at
which Jan Coolhaus was competing in his HP14T
(GUA) were at Benalla. In fact, the national
championships in January 1972 were at
Waikerie, South Australia. Thank you to Keith
Willis for picking up and advising of this error.
Keith was a competitor at those championships.
Comments received via Victorian Collections

Club

Hello Graham,
Again, the Gliding Museum has produced
another wonderful newsletter. Well done to all
concerned!
I particularly enjoyed reading Doug Lyons' article
about the Beaufort Gliding Club "Phoenix"and
note that I am the "young lad" who was admiring
the logo on the rudder. The image was taken
from a 16-mm film that my father made on a
family visit to Berwick. That film was donated to
the Gliding Museum many years ago and was, for
a while at least, available on You Tube.
Thanks for prompting happy memories, and
Seasons Greetings to all.
Regards,
Gil. Johnston
Devon.
Thanks Gil. We have the You-Tube copy. The
16mm film has been placed with ACMI
(Australian Centre for the Moving Image) for
preservation.
Comment received via Victorian Collections
From Martin Cooper - 15 February 2020
Slingsby T49-B Capstan 2 seat sailplane
I own one of these in the UK. I have had a lot of
fun in it and it attends many vintage Gliding Club
rallies. BPV is its marking. At the Moment is
Based at Oxford Gliding Club

From Samantha Beauchamp - 18 January 2020
Golden Eagle
Geoff Richardson was my uncle. Years ago, Alan
Patching brought the Eagle to the States for a
meet in Elmira, NY. I took my kids there to see it.
Later, en route to Oshkosh, Alan, towing the
Eagle in the original trailer my uncle had built for
it in the 30’s, came through Detroit. Somewhere I
have a picture of it parked sideways across my
lawn in Bloomfield Hills.
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Further information received about HP14V GTY
In the article about the Australian Schreders in
the last newsletter, it was indicated that the
existence of Bill Haby’s HP14V (VH-GTY) – was in
doubt. We have since been advised that this
aircraft definitely still exists in South Australia.
Bill Mudge of Waikerie has done some sleuthing
to track it down and Bill Haby’s son, Bill, has
confirmed that he has it stored in its trailer. It
has not flown for many years. Bill hopes to
restore it when he has more time on his hands
and a clear space in his workshop. Some photos
of the glider in its current state have been
supplied by Bill Mudge.

New Hutter 28 takes shape
Peter Rundle (Central Coast, New South Wales)
has written on 8 April 2020 giving a brief update
on his Hutter 28 project. Apparently being
confined to the workshop is having benefits. He
hopes to have it flying for the Warkworth Easter
Rally 2021. Nice photos.

Bacchus Marsh Harvest Festival - 8 March 2020
In a co-operative endeavour between the Museum and Bacchus Marsh gliding, a gliding promotion took
place at this year’s Bacchus Marsh Harvest Festival. The marquee provided was fitted out with the Flight
Simulator, Escape Module and promotional material, and manned all day by Dave Goldsmith, Jenne
Goldsmith, Alan Bradshaw, Dave Slater and John Styles. There was plenty of interest, particularly
amongst younger members of the public. Some money was raised for the Museum from the fee charged
for a go in the Flight Simulator. The promotion was a success.

Dave Goldsmith and Alan Bradshaw with a junior pilot
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